Dear agents of the United States, Without publishing notice in the Federal Register at least by **October 6, 2014** that the FOIAAC shall meet on **October 21, 2014**, the NARA/OGIS has thereby violated **41 CFR 102-3.150** and already manifested an ignorance or contempt for such administrative law. Please explain. Thank you, Brady Eames
Dear agents of the United States, Notwithstanding that 5 USC 552(j) does NOT provide that a "general counsel" of an Executive agency shall be eligible for designation as its "chief FOIA Officer", the NARA has not only elevated its UNCODIFIED "general counsel" to being equal to the position of an Executive assistant secretary but has also designated such FUGITIVE "general counsel" (currently Gary M. Stern) as the chief FOIA officer of the NARA. Please explain. Brady Eames